The Role of Cortico-Thalamo-Cortical Circuits in Language: Recurrent Circuits Revisited.
Based on a review of recent literature, a recurrent circuit model describes how cortico-thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical circuitry supports word retrieval, auditory-verbal comprehension, and other language functions. Supporting data include cellular and layer-specific cortico-thalamic, thalamo-cortical, and cortico-cortical neuroanatomy and electrophysiology. The model posits that during word retrieval, higher order cortico-thalamo-cortical relays maintain stable representations of semantic information in feedforward processes at the semantic-lexical interface. These stable semantic representations are compared to emerging lexical solutions to represent the semantic construct to determine how well constructs are associated with each other. The resultant error signal allows cortico-cortical sculpting of activity between the semantic and lexical mechanisms until there is a good match between these two levels, at which time the lexical solution will be passed along to the cortical processor necessary for the next stage of word retrieval. Evidence is cited that high gamma activity is the neural signature for processing in the cortico-thalamo-cortical and cortico-cortical circuitry. Methods for testing hypotheses generated from this recurrent circuit model are discussed. Mathematical modeling may be a useful tool in exploring underlying properties of these circuits.